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jpMMjWj Sl lfc« UOSM' * problem which this study
Is designed to investigate is that of the adequacy of the
present system of career management for officers in the
United States Marine Corps. It may be stated In several
parts as follows: (1) What is the present scheme for career
management for offie erst {2) How adequate is this plan to
sscure the objectives which are desired? (3) What do typi-
cal marine officers think about ltt (4) What, if anything,
is wrong with the system and what can be done to improve it?
Importance p£ tfte study . With the current trend toward
more adequate vocational guidance it would appear that
career problems within one branch of the armed forces are
important to those concerned with guidance counseling as
well as prospective candidates for offioer commissions in
the Marine Corps. As to the matter of general importance,
the Hoover Commission in its report to Congress says:
World conditions demand that the United
States maintain a strong national Security Or-
ganisation.
This need results directly from the total
disruption of the old balance of power among
nations, and from new forms of communications
and warfare which have impaired America's
ooean~moated Isolation. Ours Is a need for
defense and our military strength must be
predicated upon the degree of menace which we
face. At present outlook, the Ohited States'*
-l>wi> 3 at t-
-
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need for a strong Military Establishment Is
obvious.
In the past, the tilted States hao main-
tained merely a nominal Army and Air Force,
and it* Itavy bee been sharply litslted. The
assumption was that war, and International
crises which could result in war, would be
rare and that there would always be aspic
time to build a strong military force around
this permanent cadre. Mow the United States,
in the forefront of world sff&ira, must con-
tinuously deal vlth political and economic
pressures.
The saintenance of a huge military force
and of enormous military budgets In peacetime
poses a severe probl era. It Introduces a new
element into our social and political life;
this spending, both as t drain osx the taxpayers
and &© purchasing power, can vitally affect
our economy, the deforce of our success in
achieving efficiency of military operations and
planning, economy in execution, »nd proper rela-
tionship of this new force to our political mad
economic fabric can make the difference between
democracy and totalitarianism, both for our
nation, and for the whole vorld.
The Marine Corp a, as part of the national military
Establishment, must contribute toward the achievement of
efficiency In military operations and planning, and economy
In execution. The part played by the officers of the Marine
Coros in their canacity as leaders ani executives will, in
the final analysis, be a key factor in the attainment of
these objectives* It is s truism that there is nothing
about an organisation sore important than its future ...
future of the Marine Corps is, to a l^irge aeasure, dependent
on ite »>ersonnel, particularly its officer personnel.
The procedures used by the military hierarchy la asking
appointments to positions of high rank and responsibility
.m
3rely entirely upon selection from among those already mem-
bers of the organization. There is no outside hirin
top executives. These positions are filled from suaong those
who are making military life their career. It seems obvious
then that officer career planning upon lot*
plishment of which the adequacy of a career within the Marine
Corps depends la import; nt to the future of our country as
well as to those who serve it.
Career planning in the military services has as its
underlying objective to provide for the selection, develop-
ment and training of Individuals through carefully designed
selection procedures, and intelligent rotation of assign-
ments, so that each may be highly ork. and
cuallfled for advancement to positions of responsibility in
accordance with t recent and future needs of the organiza-
tion.
from the viewpoint of the individual, his interest in
a career (whether in business, Industry, the professions °**
the military) centers around his values and goals, his in-
terests and aspirations. He wants to know what his oppor-
tunities are in terms of economic security, chance for ad-
vancement and the intangible factors Jtee personal
satisfactions.
that a career service is charac-
terized by: ^

Fera&nenee of tenure tar oeheeleur
and satisfactory work, is an obvious rAh 6 gup nan .
. . . full recognition of the underlying:
American devotion to the doctrine of -?r-
t unity for all citizens.
. . . opportunity '
full exercise of one*! best ability."
A career service in tin is
the open road from Junior to top positions.
HNI of careers in the civ'
branches of the jcveminent service, but it seeras that the
principle a apply almost equally well tc the mil it ry. In
#o far as the Marine Cores is concerned, how permanent is
an officer's position? In there ecual opportunity for all
officers? Zs the opportunity for personal growth provided*
And, finally, la the road open fron the junior to the top
positions? These &r* the ^ueetionr? to be examined.
I, then, set? the stage for the reminder of the
triesis. Chapter II eoverr the gMMMl en nlzation
mission of " order to ?ive the reiser an
insight into what the Marine Corps is, and what it does,
ter III covers the factor of initial entry into the
Marine Corps for . ive officer candidates. Chapter IV
discusses the probles! of peelt&O* classification and its re-
lation to careers and career pHtmnU ter v ewtWf the
problera of in-service trei&lftg Mid rotation of duty. Chap-
ter VI covers the factor of pay, prsastS tireaent.
r VII ig a report on officer attitudes toward various
aspects of careers in the Marine Corns. A stimmary and the





The TJnited states rarine Corvs li vt of
; snt and I times, subject to
the laws ftfti regulations established for the gov
the Savy.«
The Commandant of the Marine Coros la vested by law
vith th« Pi ^ine 3orr>a
In the nam oeretary of the Navy to achieve maxima
effectiveness in support of fondasjentel naval policy. *"He
office of the Coamandant of the Marine Corps Is at Head*
ouarters, *J, %* Marine Oorps, Washington, i> • C • and Is a com-
ponent part of the #avy Department .*-
The marine Corps includes land combat, service forces
and aviation. Its major functions and missions aret 2
To provide fleet serine forces of combined
arms, together with supporting ftlfr components.
Tor service with the BU B* fleet in ^eirure or
defense of advanced naval bases and for the
conduct of i "lone as may be essen-
tial to the rro3ecution of a naval campaign.
rovide detcchments and organizations
for service on armed vessels of the Ravy,
security 1 1 for thi
naval property at naval stations and bases.
To develop, in coo- the Army,
tftg KaYY. ana jfre *4* Force, the tactics,
• Marine Corps units, v.: ed for service with the
j by order of the rre si dent, at to the rules








to the Amy and the Marine Corps.
forces t . In coordina-
tion with the Artsy, the Wavy, and the
Force in
trines of the Joint Chiefs of naff.
the
Army, the Navy and the Air forces, doctrines,
t to the
Marine C Ir-boroc c *" and
which are ho\ for by the Army.
be prey>ared, in accordance with Inte-
grated joint mobilization plane, for the ex-
pansion of the peac It to meet
the needs of war.
The composition and distribution of personnel in the
i
on the basis of budgetary lL.it tions, is
prescribed annually in the Personnel Allocation ilan as
approved by the Secretary of the Navy.
The major components of the R*f&M Corps are the regu-
lar establishment and the reserve establishment. This paper
is concerned with officer careers in the regular establish*
raent. The authorized strength of the regular establishment
as of 31 January, 1950, was 7000 officers and 67,050 enlisted
aen and women. The regular establishment consists of the
ting forces and the supporting establishment. The
rating forces toftttt t of (a) the f as forces, (b)
is detachments aboard MMl v-
-
I (c) security
4forces at shore activities of the Naval Establishment.

7ffhe operating forces . The fleet Marina forces are in-
= 1 vith the ievert 1 B« 3. Fleets. They hare the status
of * fleet tyre aeoMftft and are under the eonmand
of %h# respective fleet coaia&n&ere. They have as general
«i scions to «erve vith who fleets in the seizure and defense
of advance bases, to develop those phases of amphibious ope-
rations ies, techniques an*; i& -
want employed by amphibious troops; to tr&in agtf equip
Marine forces for airborne operations, to train a maxlmua
nuaber of personnel to aeet requirements of luring
time of war. A fleet Marine force in peaoetlse aettsally eon-
sists of a headquarters, force tro , le service
elements, one or more Marine divisions or brigades, and oae
or acre aircraft wings or groups. The fleet Marine force is
the heart of the Marine Corps. It is its ooaibat element, in
whieh the peacetime officer and enlisted man receives his
on-the-job training in tt. *&&?*-
ship and physical toughening for v&rtime Cutles should
these beeoae necessary. It w m Corps* fleet
. ;ie forcer. of the
basic principles and techniques of ki warfare used
in ' -orlu §d«
tachaente aboard naval vessels are ?m integral
part of the coapletaent of th *rdt
organized and trained fcv
,
of a
landing force fron? vessels of the fleet. They provide

M reouv
curlty for the vessel.
the
general islesion of security for
the
M
tl within -.1 llodtt
of the United Statei In '<?&&
-
liifi. fittpr.Qrt3.ni snt^\lrJaag,nt.> sup-
porting establishment has as a br- I mission the
providing of facilities and serv* I cf the
ovidlng
this support are Marias lecruit
,
special sch ting
service and miscellaneous supporting aetivit
Tir Li are organl--- to
pre*- v y schooling fcr officer and er-
1 of the
schooling is the Marine jft
These schools have as a mission (a) to * and
selected enlisted men in tlv r-
,
In
I forces r: -,* r-view
current tactics, techniques ftftfi equipment 7 land-
ing forces, continuously sal *.ione to the Com-












Spec. (tftorlst4 froM tisae t
•ifio
Ions
.tivation by the 0*aaKaad«at.
The supply In
ion
of these installations is the :>roc.
: imi of ?.: the
If system of







1 1 . : | ; |#fi
CO,

California. ' of the recruiting service arc to
procure murine enlisted personnel for the regular and re-
serve m
aay be assigned by the Commandant of the
The activities of the
Marln.-.
lUM the general mission cf development, testing and
evalttfc', fitment, particularly that relating to land-
ing and airborne eg-s rat; | I «pd,
which hat the general srlssion of continuously exaainlr
overall missions of the Marine Corps aad reoo»raending poli-
cies, jranis and measures for the implementation of
these missions j (c) the Maval Examining Board (Marine Oorpa),
which has the general mission of examining officer o&nJi-
dates for entry into the Marin .nd the examination
of candidates for promotion.
.
The major bags of the Carina Corps on the I
is at Carnn LeJeune, North Carolina. Tnis is the home base
of the Second Marine Division, Fleet Farias force. The
f base of the ' rlne Corps on the west coast 1$ Cacip
Josenh i. Pendleton at ooeenside, California. This is the
home base of the first Marine Division, Fleet Marine force.
Th'-- I staff offices of toe Marine Corns are
(a) Headquarters ti* 3. Marine Cor- a, washin " and
(b) The department of the Pacific, 3an francisco, California.

• Corps administers the Karlne Corn* as a
whole in order * 1 maxlraura effectiveness I
of fundamental nav -it of the v aeiflc
in ola.lee all posts, stations, &*t >er
organ. i, IStfe, I
and 17th trlete (western United Statee]
ine force units, detachments afloat, recruiting
air stations.
Ill
l« so organized -Lie
forcf ;ita.
The is thus seen as an intr
ion
of support of fun&aaental naval policy. It con«i?ts of a
regu & a reserve eel it. The regu»
lar establishment, with ^hich this thesis 1~ ', le
r t '
•
llsft&ent. include t, service forces
establishment I rricers and 67,050 enlisted ©en
and women. Marine Corps unit g are lo anted throughout the
at major Marine Corps base
,




This, then, is the framework within which r»a
career In
tere trer.t wiei (a of thes: r.ecee-





ful initial selection of personnel, nether for
in untry, business, the professions or the military ser-
vice, la an important factor relative to later success or
failure . .-v.onnel. a* it*%§4 by Mold en et ai,
**lt is the first step in develop lag -an adequate supply of
well-Qualified talent for ultimate placement in responsible
a
positions. * The Comrciseion of Inquiry on pu anel^
says that n no el^ent of the career service system is more
. at than ta* recruitment policy." Mother sad Kings-
ley feel that "the selection process has always been the
central point of interest in tie public personnel program."
This, they state, is for a variety of reasons; "it is, first
of all, the corner? tone of the whole personnel structure"
. . . and . . . "unless soundly conceive! there can be llttla
hope of bull ling a first rate staff."
Although the above examples of the importance of the
selection process come from industry and the public service,
it seems reasonable that this same importance can be at-
tached to the selection orooess for a military organization.
The problems are essentially the same, the attraction of
qualifier training among those so attracted
which have the greatest probability of success. Juciue*
•
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say* *the selection procedure ie the tequenee of functions
adopted in a given case for the | uroose of determining which
candidates for employment are suitable and acceptable. * For
our purpose* ve are interested, not only in selection r.er
ae . but also in recruitment 1st! hlte5 says revolves
around the problem of "attracting the best, not the most. 1*
These, then, are the two important problems In-so-far as
initial entry for officers into the Marine Corps is con-
cerned. First | the attracting of suitable candidates and
second, the selecting from amon^ those so attracted the most
suitable and acceptable. From the candidate^ point of view
he 1b, of course, interested in the requirements for entry
in terras of age limits, educational oualif ioationa, experi-
ence, if any, and other factors that may be required of him
in order to become a successful candidate. He is also in-
terested in what the Marine Corps may offer in the way of a
career.
The remainder of this enapter, then, deals with vari-
ous aspects of the problems of initial entry. In so far as
selection is concerned, it is limited to initial selection
for entry and is not, at thiR rta^e, concerned ith selec-
tion for promotion.
II. Eft*! FOR ENTRY
The requirements for entry into the Marine Corns are
based on various federal statutes, as well as instructions
Issued by the Secretary of the Ravy ani the Coamandant of
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the Marine Corps, these requirements are, in themselves,
not exactly problems in oareer planning as such, but are
important in bo far as the prospective candidate for a con*
mission is concerned. They are problems from the Marine
Corps* point of view in that they limit to some degree the
selection area that might otherwise be utilized for re-
cruitment of officers.
The present general requirements for entry as a eom-
6
missioned officer are; the prospective candidate must be
twenty or more years old, a citizen of the United States,
and mentally, morally, physically and professionally quali-
fied. In so far ag physical qualifications are concerned,
it is sufficient to say that the prospective officer must
be in excellent Physical condition and must not fall below
certain minimum standards of weight and height. The de-
tailed physical requirements are covered in Part II, N&nual
of the Kedlcal Department, l« !« i*avy. Other more specific
requirements for entry are eovered more fully below under
succeeding sections on sources of procurement mid selection
of candidates.
The number of officers commissioned each year in the
Marine Corps is prescribed by the Commandant of the Marine
Coros. This number is based on the needs of the Marine
Corps but it oannot exceed certain limitations Imposed by
law. Various factors influence the number that can be
coomissioned in any given year. Chief among these are:

Mi
(a) the budget, (b) personnel ceilings, (o) previous year's
attrition, (d) estimated attrition for the next year, and
(e) the policy of keeping a reasonably constant input in
order that promotion flow in later year© %ill not be erratic
e
due to variation a in the size of various classes The
budget is, of course, tne controlling factor, for without
sufficient funds, officer procurement nau^t be curtailed or
other activities curtailed in order that the over-all budget
ceiling can be met.
Once the nuota of officers to be newly commissioned le
determined, this is broken into two categories! (a) "unre-
stricted* officers and (b) * reatrioted* officers. Tne unre-
stricted officers are general duty second lieutenants who
will attend the Marine Corns Basic School at ouantlco, Vir-
ginia, and become regular line officers. The restricted
officers are those appointed under the Limited Duty WW90f9m
who will be assigned to future Jobs in accordance with their
particular specialty. The present long range officer niair




Supply duty only 150
Women officers 65
warrant officers 750
Table I shows graphically the source and estimated fu-
ture officer input required in order to maintain the present
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in. wom&m or iwcuremsn?
The Naval service, over the years, has developed cer-
tain sources from which the majority of its officers are ob-
tained, these sources, in so far as they apply to the
Marine Corpe, Include?
1. 'J. a. Naval Academy, Annapolis, K.aryl :
I
2. tfaval Reserve Officers Training Corps, now
located at fifty-two colleges throughout
the United states,
3. Platoon Leaders Class. A special
officer training class at f^uantico,
Virginia.
4. Naval Aviation College Frograa.
5. naval Aviation Cadet Program.
6. Appointment of enlisted men of the regular
Marine Corps as officers.
7. Civilian college graduates.
8. Former officers of the regular Marine ft
9. Meritorious non-cocjoissioned officers of the
regular Marine Corps.
10. warrant and commissioned warrant officers.
From this it can oe seen that sources are well developed*
It remains for the Marine Corps, in conjunction with the
Havy, to assure Itself that the best possible prospective
officer candidates are flowing into and from these program*.
This is, in part, a public relations problem of considerable
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magnitude and involves continuing efforts by the Marine
Corps to attract good officer material* Sat th« second
problem, selecting out of those attraoted the ones who have
the greatest probability of success, is the more complicated
of the two.
IV. IftfH
Graduates of the Naval Academy are appointed to ooa-
tslssions in the Marine Corps each year, based on quotas es-
tablished by the Secretary of the Navy. This quota is filled
by the appointment, upon graduation, of ©embers of the class
whose applications for commission in the Marine Corps are
submitted to and approved by the Superintendent of the Haval
Academy. Final selection of applicants is made with the
approval of the secretary of the Navy* Candidates so selec-
ted do not have to go through an additional screening pro-
cess, but enter directly into the Marine Corps Basic School,
i'oantieo, Virginia, for a nine months basic training course-
prior to initial assignment to duty.
Graduates from the Naval Reserve officers Training
Corps located at fifty-two colleger throughout the United
States may be commissioned In the regular or reserve compo-
nents of the Marine Corps up to sixteen &nd t^-thirdas p%r
cent of the total number of graduates in each year. Can-
didates commissioned from this source get no further screen-
ing and take the nine month basic training course at the
- Corps Basic School, ^uantice, Virginia in the

manner as do tf. 3. Naval Academy graduate*.
These two source© are greatly different from thoee
from which industry and civilian government agencies nor-
mally select personnel. The Wav&l Academy * and the Naval
Reserve Officers Training Corps, are specifically designed
for the training of officer canui&atcs either for regular
or reserve commissions. These two soirees, at the present
time, are the principal sources of officer candidates. The
. Academy has recently been furnishing approximately
fifteen per cent of the officers commissioned each year in
the Marine Corps and the Reserve Officer Training Corpa is
furnishing Approximately forty-eig£it xj9T cent.
These two sources, the B« S. ftaval Academy and the He-
serve Officers Training Corps are * in *ff«4rt# subsidised
a of officer procurement, successful candidates to
the r4aval Academy are classed as midshipmen and receive four
years of college level training, their subsistence &n& Quar-
ters, and are, in addition, paid at a rate established by
law. Successful candidates to the Reserve Officers Training
,
if classified as •regular'* appointees, are known as
midshipmen and receive their tuition, books, laboratory fees
and, in addition, receive fifty dollar
their academic career.




2. t residential appointment.
3. Fleet appointments, regular ?lavy and
4. Fleet appointment a, »«aval tmA Karl&t
Reserve.
»** are tvo general sources for entry into V




2. Enlisted personnel on active duty
with the N&vy or ^«srine Cor
The general qualifications for entry into the •
Naval Aa&deay an<! the tteval Reserve officer Training Corps
•
:-'*
1. The candidate must be an unmarried male
oitizen of the United r>tate& and agree to
remain unmarried until commissioned or
di senrolled.
2. Have attained the seventeenth anniversary
of his birth on or before July 1st of the
year of enrollment and be of such age
that he will not have passed the twenty-
fifth anniversary of his birth on July
1st of the year he will be commissioned.
3. Be morally qualified aa
like qualifications and ana evi-
denced by appearance, scho3 -tra-
ourricular activities and record in home
community
.
4. Be at leait a high school graduate or
person of equivalent educational level
if selected competitively.
6. Be physically qualified.
vlidates ufem enter t\ k • ''aval Academy as a re~
suit of Presidential or Congress!™* Itaaati must t&fca
»M the u*. 0. Naval Academy entrance examination.
tei entering the 'J. B* ^aval 6aaflawy as *fleet

appointments* must initially have bean recommended by their
raapectiv .-f fleers, take competitive .ion
a
among themselves, undergo a period of instruction of ^pro-
ximately seven months at th amy and
tory, Bainbridge, Maryland, and pass the
. feval Aoadtay entrance examination. The Secret %ry of
the Navy is authorized by law tc make one hundred &n& sixty
*fleet appointments'* to the ftaval Academy each year.
Candidates entering the ^"aval Heserv© Officers draining
s froa civilian life must take the tfavy College Aptitude
Test. Those who attain qualifying scores are given physical
examinations and interviews at designated offices of &aval
Officer Procurement. Bach candidate found physically quali-
fied is then subject to final selection by state and terri-
torial selection committees. These committees each consist
of three sieasbers, a prominent educator, a prominent civilian
(both from the state or territory) nn'l a senior Naval offi-
cer. Each yetu is and territory is assigned its
rtlonate share of the total number of 8aval Reserve
Officer Candidate vacancies. These quotas are based upon
the percentage of male high school graduates from each state
or territory in to the country at large. k% the
present time about 1800 civilians will be selected for entry
in the fall of 1950. 15
Candidates enteriu Officers Training
Corps from enlisted status in the Banff or lM

competitive examinations among, themselves for appointment to
the program. C | in addition to baring" the general
qualifications indicated earlier, mu«t also be recommended
by their respective commanding officers. The current
gram provides for fQO enlisted men on active duty in the
Navy and HartM be selected for enrollment in the
16
I in the fall of 191
t the aviators in the Marine Qo*pe are
rrocured through the 8aval Aviation Collep-e Pro ram estab-
lished under the provisions of Fab; ^«nty-ninth
Congress, or from the Ran sr the
provisions of the Ravel Aviation Cadet Act of 1942. The de-
tailed requirements for entry from these sources will not be
oovered. The general requirements for commissioning are the
same as oovered earlier for officers commissioned in other
than aviation. The selection procedures for entry into
these two programs is on a competitive basis and
the provisions for entry into the )ffleers
Training "
The above four sources, mm the 8« 8« Naval k**&mft the
Naval Reserve Officer Training Cor I tion
Programs, — are the r^rinci al sources of officer procure-
ment for the regular Marine Corps. flM MP of the
sources cited earlier are available, mid out '
dates who are in all other rue
sioned. The general reculrerae %i try, except for age
variations of enlisted men and warrant officers, are

approximately the same. Consequently these sou:
not be covered in detail.
The
erve Officers is,
ag pointed out earlier, a big . Util -ooeas and
this Cciraful scrutiny continue e throughout the c*
career whether it be in a civilian »9 at the
Academy. Candidates who are n ions from
sources whloh the Marine Iders offer 1?
screening are screened by the foil
a# officer procurement lntan
2. The character reference booklet.
3. The e ducat"
ling commn
officer.
5. The officer candidate Bcreening course.
These various devices rill not be discussed here; it J;
ficlent to say that they are wall develr of assur-
ing that e ualified in all respects prior to
receiving regular commissions in the U. I« Marine Corps.
V.
the well established sources of entry Into the
issioneu ranks of the Marine pang
scrsei-i .-tlveness of the process it I
that the selection process provides a sound
planning, in so far as the Marine Corv>s is concerned. It Is
a continuing process involving keeping the sources alive,
attracting suitable n if weans of

evaluation which wil 1 I ;.ctcd
those who appear to success.
The services are, of course, in =,t,h
business, the profession*
,
•rpable youn£ raen. YML« has its i.




other raore intangible factors
der important In r-^er. The factors of p
retirement are controlled and rti;
and the anaed services, inc.l . re
limited a© to the method by which they ajay be solved. It
renuiree continuous aval.*
on good public relatione, a determined effort to make a
career in the Marine Corps attractive, the I z of









thea being the relatively small else of the Marine Corps at
tal Jobs.
During r*orl& 'far II a rr
\ new technical dev
raente, forced the H. joae system of
classification. . ie Aray's system ^#a*
Hi never M
classification, ays*
te® will not b. re-
I
j undertak-
e-ill not attempt to dea -aifioA-
tion in ai: aspects, bat wiXl
officer career planning,








factory neraonnel system, none exceeds in i
ta-nt-
-ardi ration of all , . . positions covered
I system,
zation of public employment constitutes indeed the
•tart ..
personnel structure must rest.
In so far as the Marine Corps is concerned, the problem
of classification has two major aspects. First, personnel
classification, which deals with the nullifications of in-
dividual e* It is the process of collecting, recording, and
continuously evaluating information concerning the Military
qualification* of :tt«? personnel ftml identifying such csudi-
lone in a standardized manner. This involves later*
kg, te^tln
,
tag and maintaining qu&liflcatione
reoor military qualifications. Si
there is Job elessl flection. This ftfp#«t of elasslfi
deals with the duties and requirements of Jobs. 2t involves
ml recording nil information required for accu-
rate identification of Marine Corps Jobs and Identifying
eueh Jobs in a standardized manner.
These %r*o procedures produce many of the data required





1. For the select" .nel
for special trainr m on the




tlon vhich accurately reflect skills re aired
to i - fie nisei-
3. Aq, &n efficient means C rtofr*
nel in terras of cuallfi cations.
4. As a basis of wall defined requirements for an
'.
" 7
cation, then, ; ^r
to isake
effective officer aeslgnaent, traina-
ble.
XI.
Officer classification in the Marine Oorps is according
to several different •ategerift*. These categories, *«
vita their definition, are indicated belowi 3
1. Categories based on type of appointment.
a. Commissioned officer ** an officer who has
been
of commissioned warrant officer or higher,
b. warrant officer — an officer who has been
warrant officer.
o. Teapor try officer — a teraoor&rily corneals-
slone
warrant officer or any enlisted grade; or a
enlisted grade.









3. Categories based on performance of duty.
a. Unrestricted officer — a commissioned
officer who has not been designated for
supply duty only or limited duty.
b. Restricted officer — a commissioned
officer who hag been designated for sup-
ply duty or limited duty.
e. Flying officers — officers assigned to
duty involving flying as naval ^viators
or student nival aviators.
d. Nonflying officers — officers assigned
to duty involving flying who are not
Naval aviators, but whose duties involve
considerable flying (spotters, observers,
etc.).
4. Categories baaed on nuallficatlons.
There are forty-five occupational fields
within the officer ffrsd«i of tfet rine
Corns based on cunlificatlons. These are
shown in Appendix A. Each occupational
field is further divided into iLitary
Occupational Specialties (MBS**}. There
are 250 officer u^s, these are shown as
sndlx B.
An occupational field is a grou of ilitary Occupa-
tional Specialties which are functionally related, and which
normally require sieilar basic kno | skills. The
tional field is similar to the class category used in
most public personnel classification ayrtems.
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The lUlitary eocupation&l Specialty (MOB) is, in effect,
a Marine Con s Job, — a Job being the smallest unit In per-
sonnel administration. It is a collection of duties and
responsibilities which can be performed by a single indivi-
-1
.
In order to resolve difficulties and further to facili-
tate the assignment of officers to appropriate billets,
officer Mlit&ry ueoupational Specialties are furtner
groped into six categories.
q jaftegcrv ^ «* includes MUS'g that involve tactical
troop comraaivi responsibilities as a major element. ".OS's in
this category are appropriate for assignment as primary aOS^g
to the regular unrestricted officer.
c^tatfoPT II — includes MIS'i which are, in general, of
a broad technical or administrative nature and for which
billets exist at the commissioned officer level. Suoh IK
are suitable for assignment as priraary MGHB to the regular
limited duty officers.
qaflaffgry 111 — . includes mob's of a technical or ad-
ministrative nature for which billets exist at the warrant
officer level. Such H03'g are suitable for assignment as
primary IM to the regular warrant officers.
Category IV — includes MDS'g which involve a moderate
to high level of specialization in supply work and for which
billets exist in the ranfc of caj tain or above. Such MOS's
are suitable for assignment as primary *£0S to the regular

eupply-duty-only officers.
fiategarv ¥ mm includes N0»*i vhlch ar« suitable for
assignment as primary NBI to regular *oaen officers. Such
M08 , s are used to identify billets in !*hieh women can be
used effectively.
G^te^airy VI mm includes HQ&' * which are considered not
suitable for assignment as primary M0>3 for any regular
officer* (See Appendix 9)
These various categories, together with the Military
Occupational Specialists within each, are shoCTi as Appendix
-
in. an . i mm
The Marine Gorpn has always had a system of ol&ssifi-
catlon based on type of appointment, rank and grade and, to
some extent, one based on performance of duty. This later
classification has been established by law and systematized
since orla lar II, however. The additional classification
based on qualifications, that is now in use in the Marine
Corps, is a recent development and was the result of an ex-
tensive study undertaken by the Personnel Research section,
Headquarters U. 3. Marine Cone, in 1947. It is the develop-
ment of this classification eystSfl that will be discussed in
this section.
In the summer of 1947 a study of Job analysis methods
was made by the officer-ln-eharge of the Job structure

portion of the classification oro^wm. This study involved
an analysis cf the procedure and methods used in industry,
the public service, and other branches of the araed forces.
The result of this study was the development of a Job
Analysis Manual and the necessary forms to be used later
in the rojeet for reporting inform tion on Jobs studied.
tion of this *ih required about
three months, the project officer visited seven aajor
Corps installations $«6 an intensive
two-weeks course in Job analysis methods. This course was
given to selected local officers and enlisted sen. Those
who ooiapleted this coarse were considered trained analysts,
approximately one hundred in number, who then proceeds
the analysis of desi " fos at their respective posts
and stations. The assignment of Jobs to be studied by the
various oosKsande was so planned th -ive sample
was obtained for each Job. For example, if a Job existed in
aotabat units, supply units and at s*p*9 <in& sta-
tions, it was, whenever possible, analysed in each type of
unit. Tor »a*JS idysts reported the de-
tailed data obtained on a standardized form called a *Job
Analysis Schedule,* In arid! tion t vere
studied by trained analysts, a few were surveyed by the
questionnaire method. In addition to an analysis of I
ing Jobs, information was obtained for analyzing certain
new Jobs that ©ay result froa new technical developments.

This was accomplished by consulting with persons fanilinr
with the development c" :ans for its
DM the completion of this phase of the project, the
personnel Research section, together «.'ith certain persons
specifically ordered te fcr
reject, began an analysis of the I bad been
gathered. The purpose of this analysis mm to group the
Jobs into homogeneous fields, which were functionally re-
late
I
,"ork up uniform job description*
So single criterion was used in s&fcin but the
following were considered;
1. Job analysis schedules
, Old functional fields
, The new Anay career fields
4. The Navy job structure
5. ::i the old Job str«.v nad been
received over the years from field units.
6. Rvooaraendations made h^ specialists from the
as fields of work.
As the project od, Jobs were described and
grouped into Occupational fields. Is the ;ions for
various 9* lis were completed they were for-
warded to selected Marine Corps field organisations and
appropriate Headquarters (Marine Corps) agencies for comment.
Based on these comments, Job descriptions and Oc*.
Fields were re- studied and nee
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draft of a co- itary Occupational Special tier; Knnul
showing a!
0—Wpatloaal Specialties and their description was then
written. Thi lift to various field organic
zaticn ^vities a* WiHwi
for comment. On the receipt of ifln—imt *e to the
Manual an Informal bo»r" f three officers, a
civilian personnel m ned
officers reviewed the en*' cements
relative thereto. A fir el. This
draft was approved in
May 1949.
Concurrently with Ine
Corps undertook to set ocedures and
to reclassify all personnel in the Karlne Corns, As the
progressed to the point where Job de-
scri | s-
teic of Job code symbols finally was decided on, recla §« If1ca-
tion began. Each officer end ea&lJ ' salfiod
-cordance with the new sy-jtes:* !>eh officer in re-uireS
to fill out a comprehensive questionnaire which included in-
formation on previous duty assign l.fi-
M and any other rertinent data which
determining qualification* f . j ra-
cial ty. On receipt of the-e question-* '
"arlno Oorpt, they "ully

reviewed and each of- i including the rank of
•ant colonel, ^as assigned f
^rlaltjr and a secondary on© if he
for It.
iv. na i mm
vm- ..Fiction
The Marine Corps requires that each officer, up to and
including the rank of lieutenant colonel, be classified in
accordance with his quall float ion. A qualification record
m
Is pr*p&T9& and r&alntained on each officer so classified.
An Individual without prior service vhen appointed to
officer rank Is classified at the first organization to
which he reports for duty or training, i'eraonnel with prior
service are reclassified upon reentry into the service.
Each officer classified is assigned itmatf
ecordance with hie qualifications
and category, i.e. unrestricted, restricted, warrant officer
or female. In assigning these classifications consideration
is given to the needs of the Marine Corps as a whole, the
duty assignment policy for officer personnel, and the duty
preference of the officer concerned. In addition to the
primary &QS, an officer any be assigned as aany as two addi-
tional K>8*i to identify other qualifications. Limitation
of additional MDS'g to two in number was based on the idea
tmt an individual will not normally be qualified for
than two K03 4 s in addition to his primary M8 ,







thorlty lr, - | nment and
J
. However, the present
believe* thrt for the ey stent to vork it oust be given atten-
tion by all eoramandlng officers.
V,
Pro"; th** fsreffsla lie* it Is evident tiufef the
Marine -^idcm th? subject of el fteslfl sa&tai of jobs
as veil as peraonnr" t to its personnel
?he system is veil developed and, while off! cere have long
been classified in accordance *4th type of appointment,
rank and grade, and duty performed, classification in terms
of qualifications is a ne ?nt. fhe development of
this particular ^hase of the classification was described,
and it seems evident that the Kftf&M Cor>s conducted the
study in a careful and comprehensive manner and in accor-
dance with the generally accepted practices of good Job
analysis and classification procedures.
The classification of officers in accordance with rank
nrovldee a definite pronation hierarchy which is, of course,
an important factor in careers and career planning, fhe
classification of officers in terms of types of appointment
ties performed facilitates the selection nroce?
• MtfMi
at the same tiaie, simplifies overall assignment of officer
personnel to various activities of the Maria* Corps, fhe
classification in accordance with ouallficatione facilitates
assignments and limlaln^ Mid, should aoblilsatlon become
necessary, vastly simplifies expansion from a peacetime
cadre to a full scale wartime Marine Corps* The next chap-
ter deals primarily with assignment, v£1 rioue as-




THE PROBLEM OF iSUStKVICE WU1»UW
HOTATIOH 0? DLffX
ine 3©rpi :^re
were rotated among Jobs, courses of Instruction, formal
schools and the like on the oasis of vacancies na
•le at the taoiaent, with little thought to the future
effect of ?>.ny particular aneignaent
.
•, {and




tematized its policies, and ia mm making every
effort to assign its personnel v-ith an ifjrt to its future.
This is essentially :- of its
officers to the extent practicable, consistent *****
of the marine Corps, and -*ith due consideration of the pre-
ferences of the officers concerned. The objective i.
develop and train these officci eatlj
^e& rotation of assignments m - be
highly competent and -uglified far *£*«&*« i ilti<Mt*
of increasing responsibility.
In-service training and re* uty, are cent
reer planning and, if the Marine Corps is t;
its officers, considerable thou list must be :




Just as It is important to design the plan
of organization to facilitate and meet the needs
of management, so it is essential to develop p*r-
I as close as practicable
meeting the retirements of the nositione which
constitute that organisation, and so assure its
full effectiveness. . . *
It is recognized that the personal element
necessarily playe a large part in selecting men
for key positions, and the ideal specification
a
at k , and
experience are more often only ar roached than
completely met* However, experience clearly
shows that a great deal can be done toward de-
veloping men w. »ly meet essential
Job requirements throupn clear idea of
vfent . en using them
as a guide in the various phases of personnel
snt.
As to the solution of these problems, lioluen, et. al.'
, In the thirty industries which they exatni
tlM ifiost effective plans had many or mil of the following
features.
1. Careful selection of candidates for training.
I* Comprehensive training to meet Job requirements.
3. Gradual ymteaatl* development th mas-
sive assignment to selected positions of in-
creasing responsibility.
4. Thorough periodic rating of individual per-
formance and capabilities as related to Job
requirements.
5. Effective control over appointments to respon-
sible positions.
6. Disposition of those t roving inadeouate in key
positions.
?. Definite assignment of responsibility for de-
veloping, guiding and coordinating the entire
program.
auch a program would furnish a reasonable &n& practi-
cable means of developing personnel which is, in effect,
.
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career planning. The r^rine (top* 1 long range objective is,
of course, assuring the development of I of-
ficers to serve effectively in the ever*
1 emergency. Its problem i 'Cerent than
encountered in inn > so
far as officers are concerned, they Ulcere
!Clfically for ;b or
I on . The
rine Corps is fs.ee- 4 t£ develop-
ing not just a fev out standi ;,
•
-unity for dev:
This phase of lMUU.Bg involve? not only the
and desires of the individual officer but also the
lrenente of the Marine Corp** ttoi
"the -prXm&ry responsibility for hi PptV
officer*1 , and expect?, tiv.t there
will inevitably be conflict ^ ! a
c ssful -personal 11 f ••
Good m
such conflicts.
then, deals vlth I roor
planning which relate to ltt*««n I. Oft of
duty. It 1 I that cert'-l-* .*res
that the Rart.fi* i-izes in officers
for positions of increasing - -•!.
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§ej orll iar XI the Marine Corps has completely re-
m --aped its personnel procedures in order to assure sore
effective personnel management. I UMMfmr as
assignments of officer* is concerned, is oriented toward
elimination of repeated assignments to the came type of
duty, unless specialization is indicated by a single
This iprcgrea will provide greater opportunity for officers
to gain broad ec ' staff experience, end result in
all officers having equal opportunity for selection
preferential assignment on the basis of demonstrated
flciency
.
The responsibility for successive assignments of quali-
fied officers to commands rests primarily with the Commandant
of the Marine Corps. These assignments are based on ease
histories of officers and the overall distribution situa-
tion, they are normally made %i :\1b immediately
subordinate to Headquarters, U. ft. Kerl&e me normal
tour of duty for an officer at any one location is not more
than three years, and where practicable, not less thai
peere* In see and foreign duty, where two years is consi-
dered a Hour of duty 4 . Officers are assigned tonne of sea
and foreign duty based upon dates of last return from sea
...
or foreign service.
The general types of assignment to which officers in
arine Corps may be ordered are:7
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1. Command — duty u& the cowaAnding officer or
executive officer of an administrative, t
tio^l service, security or training 01
tation, >n,
2. Staff — duty as & member of
special, or executive staff in any headquar-
ters above the company and i
3. Student — duty as a student at a service
or civi 11
4* Instructor — duty or; |1
instructor at a serviC'" ;tie
or foreign, to include rve
Offir
Leaders Trail mm 9 and the &*aval
Air Training .Vrograei.







6. yqhnie«l end .t^-inistratlve — ail duties
not properly classified under the
categories.
As a guide in the process of the career management of
its officers, the Marine Carps has developed a cares/'
tern for the successive Assignment of unrestricted officer*.
sw unrestricted officer, on enter... -ine Corps,
spend nine months at the Sarins Zor-^z Bma&fl
tioo, Virginia, "his is a basic officers* training o.
ioral military subjects
-ues in order to oropare the new officer for his first
duty assignment. successful completion of
course each officer is classit ntry


































OFFICER CAREER assignment pattern
u. s. marine corps

oilot or assigned to sea duty he p-
gani?ed inf^itry unit of the n.cct
. d*#
one year.
thi« aasignnent he may be ass
r than infantr
bioue tractor, communications) for tH vee
oar.
ctien of this initi
assignment, thi la for an
i of five years of so called non-fleet "arlne Force
duty. This way Involve any one of the var' of
duty I tarllor at continental or foreign stations,
Headquarters, v?rlne Berps or stfcsi rlne
1
I of
this ^nase of the officer* e eapftr he it 'led for
an intermediate level school. This say be at any one of a
nuraber of different schools, Mpwt&iag to a certain degree
on the individual officer*? preference?
-
schools available to officers are &iovn C
the completion of i tour of instruction it the I te
lev' ©are in the
Fleet marine Force. •-] tfai i :fficer is aeelpeti
to specific duties in sseerflenee - Ulficati
but the Marine Corps is desirous that unrestrioted officers
be moved till fnrl I in order to broaden
9
sibility of the lev




to a certain degree m .
.
i
the offlcar is »&%&*? ttftief ;lonel
torn described 3 i
wX a
1 1 r i





.s is utilizing in n officer*
I
':
each officer to develop in a.--
•6 ability
war or national emerge:
II. &Q
In ine
I - action &£ I rin*
foraulato "»oo«-
dures for,











Student, Basic School 1 year
Sea duty officer . . . . 2 years
Infantry platoon leader .1 year
Military police platoon leader 1 year
Student, Air Transportability Course ... 3 weeks
Captain:
Instructor, Amphibious Warfare School . • 3 years
Infantry company commander 1 year
Assistant battalion operations offloer . . 6 months
Battalion adjutant 6 months
Barracks adjutant 1 year
Barracks offloer ............. 1 year
Major:
0-1 Section, HqMC 3 years
Student, Senior course Amphibious
Warfare Course 1 year
Battalion executive officer, Service
Command 1 year
Assistant division 0-1 1 year




EXAMPLE OF PROPER OFFICER ASSIGNMENT
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transfers that arc to take piece during the next succeeding
summer* A complete officer billet count and billet audit
ie undertaken. This is done with the asal stance of the
machine accounting section*. A complete audit of all f-
ficers is undertaken in order to ascertain their location
and to establish which ones will be due for transfer the fol-
lowing summer, by reason of completion of a tour of duty.
Control dates for officers due for sea or foreign service
are established at this time. School eligibility and school
preference requests are set up. A check is made of antici-
pated promotions for the coming year in order that later
assignments will be con si -tent with the rank held at the
time by each officer concerned. On completion of this bil-
\A officer audit, "officer slates* for each rank are
established, the "slates'* for majors and below include only
those officers who are due for transfer. The "slates* for
lieutenant colonel and colonel include all the officers of
these two ranks in the rine Corps. These "alntes" Include
the officer 1 s name, present duty station, Military Occupa-
tional Specialties and other pertinent data which may assist
in assigning the officer to new duty. Proa these "slates*,
in conjunction with the billet audit, and the officer i er~
tonal 41 story Cards, the next duty station to which each
officer is to be transferred is Indicated. To the extent
practicable, unrestricted officers below the grade of lieu*
tenant colonel are assigned in accordance with the career
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pattern described earlier. Restricted officers of these
ranks are assigned in accordance with their specialty. Of-
fieers in the grades of lieutenant colonel and colonel are
assigned, in general, in accordance * ith their :ualifioa-
tions, or to particular billets for which the chief of the
Detail Branch considers a particular officer is required.
The * slates*, for majors and below receive final appro-
val by the officer Coordinator. The •slates* for lieutenant
colonels receive final approval by the chief of the detail
Branch. The * slate* for colonels is made up by the chief
of the Detail Sranch and must be approved by the Director
of Personnel and the Commandant of the Narlne Corps. The
'slate* for general officers is Bade up by the Commandant
of the Marine Corps personally. After completion of, and
final approval of the various slates, •advance information*
Is sent to each officer who is to be transferred, notifying
his of the Marine Corps' intentions relative to this trans*
fer. The final approved *slatea* for transfers during the
summer of 1950 were completed on February 92, 1G80. Advance
information to all officers was issued in March 1950. For-
mal orders directing the transfer are issued to each offi-
cer, generally about forty-five days rrlor to his date of
detachment froa his current duty station. **
In an interview with the ^resent officer Coordinator
at HeadoUArters, Marine Corps this vriter Mm advised that
every effort is made by his section to "career manage* each
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individual Marine Corps officer. rie further stated tnat
very little, if any, management ible above the rank
of major. He felt that the career s of about 85 per cent of
the unrestricted officers in the rank of major and below
could be managed in accordance vith current plane, 13
It «•• evident from this interview that the v.rlne
it *ir*in£ ft ffitltit and thoroug-h nrooedure in plan-
ning the rotation of its officer*. One might say that there
r to be no difficulties, but this is not exactly the
case. A« has been brought out earlier, the Marine Corps
classification system and it* col icy of attempting; to quali-
fy all unrestricted officers in one of the several Military
tlonal Specialties in Category I (see Appendix B) is
closely related to the assignment pattern. The policy of
assigning newly commissioned officers on ce~ Irtion of the
Basic School at quantieo, Virginia, to a required one year
infantry tour in the Fleet Marine Force or the Schools
Battalion, quantico, Virginia is causing so&e difficulty.
^sonnel Department at Head quarters, Marine Corns feels
that the assignment of newly commissioned officers to a
restricted type of duty (infantry) as described above,
greatly limits their us ef illness to field commands and
creates a considerable problem in the overall assignment
careers of officers of the Harine Corps. This argu-
ment is supported by the following:
1. Present classification regulations stipulate
that an officer must satisfactorily perform
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or fcaelat in performing the auties In the
*Job* called for In a particular occupational
field for a Minima of' ninety (90) Anyi be-
fore that officer can be considered Qualified
in that field.
2. Pscnormel Pep^rtaent records indicate that
there are five hundred and sixty (560) lieu-
tenants In t v re presently
classified as *baelc infantry officers 11 .
te
coQolete their basic training in June of 1950
•even
hundred lieutenants. There are presently only
one hundred and nineteen tail] ! eet
Marine Force units of the Marine Corps in
which these officers can become t
"Infantry Officers*.
3. In the ranks of lieutenant colonel and below,
(including the Pbove fi^mre) there will be
over eleven hundred *£aelc Infantry officers'1
at the close of this fiscal ye&r (1950).
4. Ther-' ^ine
Corps who are considered cu&lified as infantry
officers.
5. There are r re gently only *n? infantry billets
in the Fleet Maria* Force units of the KaitM
Corp?? for offleers In the ranks of lieutenant
colonel and below.
It c&n be readily seen from the ?.bove that the infantry
field is •flooded* with officer oersonnel for which the
career plea cnlls for training in infantry billets of the
Fleet Marine Force. This situation is graphically illus-
trate! tor all unrestricted ranks in Figure 4 and for each
separate rank (lieutenant through lieutenant colonel) in
Figures 5, 6 f 7 and 8. A comparison of the infantry sltua-
tfee other specialties, — artillery, engineers,
tank, amohibious traetro (AHTRaC) and coswaunlcations, ie
also included. In these oonpari cons only authorized billets
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in the Fleet -ce are shown and not billets author-
ized for the whole Marine Corps. This figure la need since
it w&s felt by the Personnel T)epartraentiS that only in the
Fleet Marine force can the *Basic Infantry officer* perfora
those duties required to qualify him as a "nualified infantry
officer*, The assignment pmttftrm desired kmA the -1'tfilifica-
tlone required to conform to classification tba*
are difficult of aeeoir->llshment in the es of the
officer's career. It It also evident that considerable dif-
ficulty is going to be encountered in qualifying officers
at all ranks. This situation in the higher ranks results in
a large measure from a situition caused by the last war.
Officers, during wartime, were assigned to duty in accor-
M with their abilities and the exigencies of Us* service,
little thought of ttern. Consequently a
n& lieutenant colonels who
earae in Just prior ritag the war, are specialists to
a large degree and now are not qualified to the extent de-
1
s as *infantry officers* or * infantry
commanders*. The situation is further !•£ by the
fact th&t the Fleet yr,rine ^oree of the Marine Corps repre-
sents only about 43 per cent of the total strength of the
i
but is 1 qualifications in
practically all Military occult ion ni specialties must t&k*
place. The Personnel Department has recommended that a
thorough review be i situation. Relative to the
policy ot requiring newly commissioned officers to serve
,.
-nm ***** ,*»i;fi«v &
80
one ye*r a* Infantry officers in the Fleet .Marine Force, and
the attempt to qualify considerable- nuatbers of office
higher wank In infantry a I view t©-war<i recom-
mending eh-. I -*otify Hll I ' »&•**
The solution ti • one. It
t is needed are additional infantry billet
e
in the Fleet marine Is It not a practicable solu-
tion in flev cf the : ? the fleet Marine
Force is rnore or less fixed in relation to the authorized
strength of e a whole. This lis also true
in regard to ftfe unit a vithin the Fleet
l«H determines the amilable Infantry billets
Ifled as * infantry officers*
and * infantry cotasanders* . It m?y be that the ?!-rine Corps
dosirour-i
.';/ ing too high & percentage of its
officers *a *infantry of id *infantry l&aoBindarc**
-mlnation of H
4. The Marine Corps is attesting tc euaiify, counting the
basic officers and those already qualified, nine point two
(9.2) tlaes as i«any infantry officers as there are in
billets la the Fleet ;-jkmi it is
attesting to qualify only three (3) times as many in artil-
lery, five (5) *: tree (3) times
•.bio us tractor mi two point five
tines as many in communi cat ions. From the overall
pcint of view only 45 per cent of the billet "lest




being aade to qualify 71 per cent of the officers in infan-
try duty.
Of course, in the
require more inf.-mtry officers than officer,
the o; i« (artillery, engineers, ;hi-
bian tractor Native umber is
about the same. In othev atry
MBit a UMMN 111 the number of artillery, engineers,
and ot ttic It
-oar, then, that the Karln* Lfe cur-
rent polity red
for m time re-
examine the cla-eaifl cation of tlr f officers of
his?h -"fleer*. This m Ith
a view to reducing the * •" i n&ition of the Infantry
field. Thl* alfflil f of
differ
fficers eom--.!etinr I rve
MMi infantry unit Force.
rovide instead th itftgi of the number ordered
to the fl«*t matin* iten tn§i
of Infantry billet** avail- bio in f I billet a
%-ill h- -t be
initially tftelgned to the other s^ecialtl^ ly, tank,
engineers) based on thr
in relation to tota-
tour officers would be mt My at the dleeretj
Ml |
unit c nt with I
of br Ulit'e effectiveness-







letion of of duty* should be
:, the gr<?
The total of • sclalty for a
particular .it the wsttt ratio as
tio of t.h.
•
To re lace the high ratio of ba#io infant
r
in
the other ranks, a revie tars
to be nee- the ratio more in line
ijflth '-a they ©an be trained.
The sol at lone offered . The
current Marine Corps da I career a




stricted office - -icy In a

r.ioned officer* must be I'ftMiiallUlfl in order to -
a. cjorr :Mon.
In I
that the Warittft LeeiHI
a eye to the future, but in recent y<?
-.nee has been ntt^r-
T)les fro® industry of the »• of dem-
and It ft re" 5 cited.
The objectives of the H^rine 0©rpft' rot
covered. f iuty
and responsibilities for irnrderaentntion of III -®n%
roarers ver» describe?!. The f type ft of
*ine officers
|
cuasei. ".ion of V
quart.-: : ! « ffleer assignments
n wi glVftft* I i mm of the
procedure for developing officer asftlglfeBftttt NflL*t#ft*«
of the difficulties In the I Von of th<
>rn and its re
cite''. BtfcftftW difficulties
were offered but it was points


















to be reore Interested in knowing wkat h new Job
will offer I
advantages than in the meaning: of the Job Itself.
for the volfare of our families.
It is Questionable vhether or not the individual is g^ora in-
terested in these practical aspects of the oareer than in
any other factor, but no one -ill deny that in our modern
society he certainly is interested. The degree of interest
ay vary with the individual and although we oigfit ho. e that
an individual -ill cur-ue 1 certain career by virtue of his
intense interest in the vork itself, thin ie or. md
1b not entirely consistent with the facts. These factors,
then, are Important tlons for the : .
at le.-sst In our society, they cannot be overlooked. Froa
h; "oirr* -olnt of view they iements
in ietertainlng the caliber of omen who may be at-
ted to the Marine Corps as a enreer, i- to become
efficient sod effective in assisting the Corps in car.
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•s over which tl fc)t«r
services, have little if any administrative control.
*y, terr53 or promo 1
1
ted
by statutes passed by thi
1 lent. T. forees conduct Investigations and
make rec
o
tion, but cannot t
selves prescribe *h*t will bi pal ;, regalat* the
promotion or prescribe retire
"er deals ••'
for off164 be set forth mild com-
pared with comparable civilian Jobs, the system of promotion,
chances for attaining hlga rank mud, finally, the proTl-
ki for retirement togeth' 1 ! benefit:; be
explained.
I. PAX
I result of th. r inflationary trend and the
:'orces were experiencing difficulty in
obtain n caliber
.•"orrestal, th«
on Service Pmjr to t rmed
forces 1 pay structure.
•:°
to
keep several aims in mind. In the first

plac 'ill
enable the® to attract &nd retain their fair
many varieties of Jobs in the several ser-
vices.
•f the
importance of Won of r&y in Lft*
visaed forces.
visor., -.it oven fu trig:
. . . tM serve not ealv
individual out the total defence program. Ihe
and carry forward the operation. Cur scientific
ileas without
leaders to direct their use and men to use then
effectively.
. ission on Service P*$ iv\3.e the first
lit of the servl. I *es-
tlon. At f Its investigation the fcntt
I unler a law passed in 192'5 , and alth .
there bad been son. " ,t3,
they were not comprehensive and did not rectify ,on
which was becoming increasingly more u • . ittor
of fact, in so far as officer® wore concerned, tb
scales, except for two across-the-boarl percent soa,
were about tne same a 3 they were in 1908. In the ^omis-
sion's in- ploy
cone". rhed by comparing servlc- 1 re-
trial pay, noting the number of officer re to
enter civilian business, ties

ee
the cervices were having in obtaining qualified personnel
in certain branches.
In arrivir- too determined
ilitary coffirenpst* - e amounts
paid for ec- rlvilian r
4
sion farther conten |
"rueture I
psneation and progressive increases that compare
with what a serviceman could expect in other
profesaione and occupations requiring similar
abilitlai ;lty
tain success as the man who chooses to en-
ter private bctslaas*.
be insured comparable security.
<itn these thoughts in mind the Commission made a com-
prenenslve investigation into the aueation of service
emitted a detailed report to the Secretary of Defense?
-port formed the basis for recommendations to Congress
for an overhaul of the service pay structure. In October
1949 Congress passed the Career Compensation Act of 1949
wnich was approved by the | resident on October If, 19
Table II (top figures opposite each rank) shows the basic
pay scales for the several officer ranks together with the
allowances for quarters ana subsistence as recommended by
the Advisory Cotamission. The lower figures opposite each
-e the pay scales as actually passed by Congress which
are now the pay rates for all officers in the armed forces.
Figure 9 shows a comparison by rank ot the current officer
pay scales and those in comparable civilian positions.






























































































2nd 1st Cap:. MaJ Lt Col B.G. MaJ Lt Gen
Lt. Lt. Col Gen. Gen
FIGURE 9
MILITARY COMPENSATION B*SED ON EXPECTED
ENTRY PAY FOR RAi.K INCLUDING ALLOWANCES
COMPARED WITH WEIGHTED ^VERaGE OF COMPaRaBLE
CIVILIAN JOBS
Figure 8 from Report of Alvieory Commission on

















2*o \tt Co.pt. Mqj. dr. Col. SrJs •*<**•
LT. UT. Col. G*rf. Gen.
FIGURE 10
COMPARISON OF CIVILIAN AND PROPOSED
MILITARY COMPENSATION RANGE BY
GRADE
Figures from Report of Advisory Commission on
Service Pay, •£. cit . , Chart 4, p. 21.

^ious? military I for coai-
frle civil inn j<
"
:
It U at office-
compare very ' Jobs
from time of entry tc the ,p;rada of lieutenant colonel.
Idly to ex-
ceed the comparable military pay.
'7- five yp M coa-
- :i
. In othe rftblt civilian Job .
not be^in to show I I 'ter
tvanty-five yeare. For top pay brr -nnel, rdvliian
compensation pulls rapidly away and tiaxiraurc civi-
I
are far prester than les for arp the
forces, from Figure 10 It Is clear t%
military grade the cosirar&ble civilian job has a much viler
Is true Tc ': vidua!
Lnsss or industry does net h»,ve %c
I* limited, but oau advanas In ith





IndivJ sp the sal
to account for the Aiffw vies.
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Ihe officers in the armed forces go. ximate fifteen
I .^ars per tt*«4 on
service oalj and, u^ cju/ .., get
.,' are prow rces
Ij tftil out to reaoft saia-
.
II.






.:»ions, tin t j - 1 .lea pro-
111 tax? 1 :- is
©ore fixed HUM in bacinese or iaAnstff - U I
r c«nnot j i grades .
lag fe certain amour*, - in each.
iructure t take place
in the n outline k„,r IV










Tne regular commissioned officer nonaallj eaters the
commissioned ranks as a second lieutenant and in order to
attain topmost rank must progressively pass through this
rank hierarchy. The conditions under which he can be
moted, together vitn tne various (average chance) possibili-
ties i' ill be developed in the succeeding
discussion.
notion in the ''nri. m Corps is regulated by laws es-
tablished by the Congress. The currently effective law is
7
rso&nsl Act of 1947 which prescribes the
conditions under which promotion can take place, the selec-
tion process, limitations as to required r.ervice in each
fid tne • ercentage of officers, with respect to total
officers that say serve in each grade, together witn other
technical aspects of the promotion process. This law pro-
vides for certain temporary as well aa nerraanent provisions
for promotion in tne Marine Corps. The terminable provisions
are to be terminated when the President shall determine that
the total number of officers holding permanent appointments
on the active list of the Marine Corps is equal to 95 per
cent of the number of officers author ised by law, or on
January 1, 1957, whichever is earlier. This provision is
pritaarily for the purpose of allowing the several services
to adjust their temporary appointments over a ten year
period. This will prevent an awkward and rapid adjustment
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would antail reduction in rank of a large nuaber of
officers. r§ been necessary b*
/jvi-les alalia u/ .'Vice in each rank
prior to promotion to the next .
,









• provides that the nftxlam perce,
. icera who may serve under teftporftry or
;,Gintment, exclusive of officers &<





Firat and Beconl Lieutenant
In terras of actual officers authorised in each grade
ial to the following:















Ion of t: the
The r.bove figures, then, rices
V'icers In
the Karl rioo*
in the authorised allowances, Rome for
1












First and sscond Lieutenants 2.7
In ether vor&a, each year three point six (3.6) per
cent of the Marine ral officers, on the aver ,
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will retire for reasons other than being forced out by the
selection process. The eatee Is true for th PfeiM
in the percentages i These figures are based on
experience as to the number of office e in trie
who wore retired for reasons other than failure
of selection for the next higher p -ire 11 gi
cally illustrates the estimated promotional flow of Marine
t officers unier the current Officer Personnel Act.
These figures are based on the "normal attrition* percen-
tages given above and the Li i rited allowances within
the several grades noted earlier. It has reference to a
•pSSlfiS £90*$ of 427 nevly —tSil<H»l officers. Across
the bottom are shown the years of service with relation to
tiise in gr*&ts that ont before an officer *ay be
considered for promotion. It is clearly evident fn>a ti;ls
table that of a given group of newly commissioned officers,
In this case, only ?$& .ed to becoiae captains,
187 to become majors, 123 to become lieutenant colonel I, fS
to become colonels, and only nine will reach the rank of
general. In other words, the officer in the Marine Corps
suet go up or out. The salient features of this selection
process are covered below.
An officer ant ri; as a newly commis-
sioned second lieutenant must serve sati:' factorily for a
period of three (3) years, at which time he is given a pro-
fessional examination. After passing this examination he is
.
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eligible for promotion to fir«t lieutenant. I refaction to
the grades of captain to raajor general, inclusive, are made
upon the recoaraencUtion of selection board. <*n officer
selected for promotion by a selection board must paes a re-
quired professional examination together with a physical
examination and, as vacancies occur, he ie then promoted to
the next higher rank.
Selection boards for each grade are convened at least
once each year by the Secretary of the lavy. Marine Corps
of nine officers on the active list and no
officer stay sit on two successive boards to consider offi-
cers of the sarae gr*>.de. Officers serving on these boards
are senior In rank to individuals whoa they may consider for
promotion. Officers are eligible for con si aeration tor pro-
motion by selection boards vhen they #111 have completed, on
June 50 of the fiscal year of the convening of the board,
the following periods of service in grade.
First Lieutenants 2 years
Captains 4 years
Majors 4 years
Lieutenant Colonels 5 years
Colonels 3 years
Unrestricted Brigadier Centrals 4 years
Under the current law the following are considered the normal
total ye<irs of comfaisnioned service that an officer will
have at promotion to each grade.
Colonel 30 years
Lieutenant Colonel ?b years
Major 18 years
Captain 12 years
First Lieutenant 6 years







The Secretary of the Navy, e*?ch year for the several
grades, establishes a "promotion zone*. Tnls 7.one, in any
grade, is comprised of the most senior officers of the grade
under consideration vho are eligible tor selection and who
have not been previously passed over. The extent of the
zone is determined by the estimated number of vacancies that
will occur for each of the next five years, together with
the number of officers vho will be eligible for selection
and the years of service they will have completed. Infor-
mation relative to promotion zones, the number who nay be
promoted and the names and records of officers eligible for
promotion to the various grades, are furnished to the several
selection boards. The number actually furnished for a par-
ticular grade is based on the vacancies existing in the
grade to which promotion will be made, plus the estimated
vacancies that will occur in the grade during the ensuing
year. From a^ong those officers who are eligible for con-
sideration for temporary promotion, selection boards recom-
mend those officers holding permanent appointments whom it
considers best fitted for promotion, and those officers not
holding permanent aroolntments wteoa it considers qualified
for continued retire duty. Officers eligible for promotion,
and within a ^promotion zone" for a particular grade, who
are not selected by the particular selection board are con-
sidered passed over, provided any officer Junior to then




provisions, however, for officers outside the "promotion
zone" to be selected for promotion rJiouid tne selection
board consider such officers sufficiently outstanding. The
number that tail be selected outside the zone is limited to
if cent of the total number of officers which the par-
ticular board i3 authorized to recommend for romotion.
When an officer outside the zone is selected for promotion
officers senior to him but not within the promotion zone
are not considered to have been \j*bb9& over. In other
words, no officer Junior to the last officer in a promotion
zone is ever considered to have failed of selection.
Officers selected for promotion to the next higher
grade must pass a professional and physical examination at
time they are placed on the promotion list, in order
of seniority. Ae vacancies occur in the grade for which
these officers have been selected they are promoted in the
order of their seniority.
This selection process determines where 'forced attri-
tion* must take place. The promotion zones are normally of
such an extent that certain officers must be passed over in
order to avoid exceeding the legally authorized percentages
of officers in each graft** An officer who has twice failed
of selection aunt leave the service the next June following
the year in which he failed of selection a second time.
There has been no attempt here to describe all the
technical provisions of the current selection law under
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which the armed forces now operate. The vur oeert
to bring out the a client features relative to the 'forced
out rrovisions and to point out that all officers above
lieutenant are selected for promotion
by selection boards, after a consideration of the records
of the officers concerned. The coalitions under which an
officer Is retired or othervi fctfd from the service
are covered in the next succeeding section.
in. mt
There are four genei^al types of retirement or separa-






An officer say voluntarily retire from the Harlot Corps
after eora letion of twenty years of service, ten years of
which must have been active commissioned service. Officers
retiring under these circumstances tm&% submit a request to
the Secretary of the Navy. This request must be approved
by the Secretary of the Navy or the President, at which
time the officer can then be placed on the retired 11 st.
An officer voluntarily retiring at the end of twenty years
receives fifty per cent of the active duty pay (not includ-
ing allowances) of the rank he held at time of retirement.
Examples of retirement pay for the various grades after
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The above figures vere computed based on fifty per cent of
the currently author! ?ed act}- y for the grades
concerned.
Officers may be Involuntarily retired or
fro® the service for the following reasons:
1. Failure of selection for the next higher
°Bive boards.
%m Failure of the professional examination for
promotion on two occasions.
3. "fhenever Baval ^xaainlng 3oard considers
an officer not qualified by reason of
drunkenness or from any cause arising from
hi ft mm misconduct. This is subject to the
:;f the President m icer
must be heard on the charges plac
hits.
4. As i result of being sentenced to dismissal
by a General Court .11 a.
5. Revo cation of •cmlsales tion
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of three (3) yetxrp eop.roiesioned service.
H bf? offec-
for sufficient cause, ?ueh &b failure to 91
ur*e of train!
,




ttaparftttftatal unsult«bllity or unfitness for
service.
*rho fall tvice of promotion or tvice fail pro-
Hal examinations art retiree* low)





In the grades Indicated are retired or separated for twice
failure of selection or tvlce failure of orornotlon exasina-
tionp.
Condition* PayP --if













Separated after service Severance pay









Lieutenant Colonel Retired after £6
years service





tired pay of appro-
cent
of active duty pay.
Receives aonthly re-
tire! pay of 65
cent of active duty
Receives monthly re-
tired pay of ?5 p«r
pay.
Receives faonthly re-
tired pay of 75 per
cent of active duty
'r phyai-
I sabllity vr in Title XV of rublio Law
351, 81st Congress- I m% of the rroeess
©ally retired are beyond the scope of this thesis. It is
deemed sufficient to ray that «n officer must continuously
meet the physical requirements prescribed by law or r*
wise be retired. The la*-, lal strative decisions re-
sulting therefrom, sets I ilnery in tenia
eal Evaluation oysieal Aw de-
abllit; rtial
examination and hearing *ma the Secretary of the Navy isust
m before an officer may be retire I I \
ability. The m xb degrees of
;« disability * under viich an officer aiay be
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retired, for cllaabiiitiee of lesa than tnirty cr cent no
retirement 1® riven (except for ov po service) and
the officer* if Bevcranoe ray not to exceed
two ye v. If an officer baa ti^enty
or more year* service BO If. retired e*l the die-
ability percentage : re-
ceive a retv + the rate of two ea f cent
of his active by his total years of ser-
vice, not tc ei rr cent of aetive
'•nercentr. bility", if o-r^r th-
cent, determines the "fount of retired pay thnt the officer
\\ reajtAVf lf# tl the final i he ie retired for
disability. ThQre is a provision, hovever, that an officer
ahall receive as monthly "he "percentage
»• his active duty ray, or two and one
•ant of hip motive &mtj paf multi-lied by hi* total
yeara of service, whichever la greater. As an example, an
officer of the rank of major - teen years service
la retired M&tfe "thirty pop cent disability*. On the banie
of "thirty per cent -Jlrlafatl ity* he would receive a monthly
retired nay of $145. PO. On the basis of a major's ray
^n years service computed at two and one half per cent
of his active duty pay for P of service he would be
entitled to ft nonthly reti: too this ig
greater, this is the amount he would receive.
Under the old rati an officer f '.all/
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unfit vftl retired on sev- ent of his active
n officer the
active list provided hie "percentage* . .ity
Is net pei to be t as
..-rant his retin





f the *Savy for his action. Trie officer jaay then be
restored to active
on the direction of the change of : Ity.
I officer a let 1m • • retired . fee
I !• age of i .-vier cert ions
pay
at the rate of t ;c And one half per cent of his activ?
! b? the
total number of years of service. This e&nnot, however,





In order to cbtsir tlve to
the careers of I r ine Corps off'.' I
,
Invectiga-.
tion of the recordi of the Marine offit cloned in

the year 1930 was made. Tills particular group was selected
bec r n*oa




on tfttr sara. fhJ raffle













tion l :*& were retired or separated
lieutenants, bat of ti <:& to eta-
rank, elxl
dier general, It is inter
45.5 per cent failed tc receive the grade of captain fe
': {©ee Figure 11} It is
will be
•eparated prior to p
other hand, of the office

TABLL III
CAREER DATA OF U. S. MARINE CORPS OFFICER CLASS OF 1920
Total originally commissioned 101
AGE Oil ENTRY AND SEPARATION
Average age on entry 26 05 years
Average age on separation 43 2 years
Range of ages on entry 22 to 38
Range of ages on separation 24 to 60
Average years service 21 65 years
GRADE ON SEPARATION OR RETIREMENT
Grade Number Per cent
Brigadier General (still In service) 8 7.92
Colonel (four still In service) 25 24.85
Lieutenant Colonel 1 • 99
Major 10 9.90
Captain 11 10.99
First Lieutenant 32 31.68
Second Lieutenant 14 13.86
CAUSE OF SEPARATION OR RETIREMENT
Cause Number Per cent
Still In the service IS 11.88
Dismissed by General Court Martial 4.95
Died on duty status 16 15.84
Discharged 3 2.97
Resigned S 4.95
Retired physically 30 29.70
Retired SO or 30 years (forced 17 16.84
and voluntary)
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rank of cantaln, 60 per cent later were promoted to oolonel
or bri&adler general. Qnder the present law It is estimated
per cent of those reac. in will attain
colonel M r general. relieved
>a sucn a hign peraaa nad
:. and brigadier general was because of
, Lalng out of the *;ar. Hi ns
sreaatage may bare been far lees.
Are 12 is a hirtQ&ram ch^rt tfet
ra from 1920 tc I ted
is interesting to . 55
oent of the total | .een separated by the end of
•At law it is estimated
ipfe-
rated or retire, twenty years.
It is difficult to draw exact comparisons between tne
Bert of thii • I ..-a. at ,;e the careers of offi-
cers now being coaaiissioned. Tne average length a
m average
ration was <*c.2 years. "»• aigiit conclude, then,
rloal data presented aero supports earlier
t th3 attainment of high rank for a large




SEPARATIONS BY YEARS CLASS
OF 1920 U. S. MARINE CORPS

In the early r>art of the chapter the imnortanee of the
factors of pay, ^etlre&ent vra covered. It
wag pointed out that, aXt&aagll these are extremely inrortant
factors, the marine Qafpa has no direct control over them
since the;/ are regulated by law. In dev "stion
of officer* e pap it was seen that the new law, recently
passed, provides for increases in nay through all the offi-
cer grades. This new pay structure wag the result of a
careful study ra*de by an Advisory flaw! tatan on Service Fay.
Certain :ns between officer pay in the Marina Corps
and comparable civilian Jobs were cited e.nti 11
luring the early years of an officer's career the military
1th the civilian pay. The
range of civilian nay at aaafe frrada Is
seen to be much greater, however. This was attributed to
the fact that, while an officer in the Marina Corps nasi
spend a certain amount of time In each gmde with narrow
pay range, the civilian, on the other hand, way be $an
the top as rapidly as his abilities rerrait. It is evident,
snaral the officer in the Marina Corns is
I well ".rad to comnarable civilian Jobs, but
.ot reach top bracket civili- - §a of the rank
reaches.
cing the puestion of rsromotion it
t there is a rery definite rank hierarchy I I nh
,•11*1
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CARK&Rji III THE MARINE CC I
An important element In any organ! nation is the atti-
tudes of its personnel. These various attitudes reflect
not only the efficiency and morale of the organisation but,
when known, may form the basis for the solution of many
personnel problems affecting careers and career Planning
within the organisation. The valuable investigation s con-
ducted at the Hawthorne Plant of the western Electric Com-
pany* In the late lSSQ 1 * pointed the way and opened up a new
vista for the personnel specialist in this regard. The
armed forces have not used opinion surveys extensively, al-
though there has been some activity in this area, ^oodwardf
as late as 1944, stated that opinion surveys, in so far as
the federal government was concerned, were still regarded as
political dynamite. Stuit^ reports aeveral information sur-
veys relative to attitudes used by the navy during the war
and concludes? that when adequate attention is ^iven to the
suitability and interpretation of Questions and answers
opinion studies cnn provide useful evaluative data for per-
sonnel and training programs.
The Marine Corps, in October 19484
, conducted a ques-
tionnaire survey relative to the attitudes of certain Marine
ftofpi officers regarding their careers. This charter is
•'
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based on that survey. It is not intended to cover all the
point* that were brought out in the survey but to include
only those considered to be pertinent to this thesis.
1.
The sample for this study was selected at rando® from
the combined Lineal List of the Marine Corps which lists all
officers in the regular Marine Corps by rank and precedence.
Consideration was given to raji& and duty, lae sample in-
cluded 481 officers and was distributed as follows:
A. Unrestricted officers
33# aviation
60Jt all other ty?es of unrestricted duty
B. Restricted officers
1% supply duty only







This distribution closely parallels the overall percentage
distribution for the various officer ranks in the Marine
Corrs established by law and cited in Charter VI.
II.
MARINE CORPS OFFICERS
The average Marine Corps officer included in tills ntudy
was thirty years old; had held a commission for anproxli&atcly
*> **
9?
eight years; and had served at sea or overseas for about
thirty months after January 1941. During orld War II 76jt
were either under enemy attack or engaged in actual combat.
48# of the officers were college graduates, about 11$
of these were graduates of the U. S« Waval Academy at
Annapolis, Maryland. 36$ had had some college but did not
finish; 14* were high school graduates; t% were not accounted
for relative to schooling; 9% of the college graduates had
taken work at the postgraduate college level, 35* of them
took postgraduate work while in the service.
86% of the officers were married. Of the married
officers, 26£ had no children, 37£ one child, 29$ had two
children, and 8% had three or more.
in. tttmim towAHs tnamiQLL mid
In order to determine attitudes toward technical
careers on the one hand and operational careers on the
other, the study assumed that officers tend to develop in
either of two non-overlapping main directions, technical or
operational. The officers were, therefore, asked to indi-
cate toward which of the above mentioned directions their
careers were evolving. In order to establish a coraraon frame
of reference, the career fields were descried, ar^art from
any official or administrative designation, as follows!




for the officer to be & 6 Rioted duties of an administrative,
logistical or technical nature and for him to develop
skills, experience and training along these linen. Thie
career would include supply, motor transport, cofiuauniea-
tlon ;-., personnel and general administrative duties.
f^reer jfe In career C, the main tendency is usually
to accumulate and develop skills, experience and training
in pursuits which are primarily command, line and opera-
tional, iu the combat or training for combat sense. In-
cluded in Ihii category are all pursuits which, la general,
are primarily related to command, line or operational func-
tions; pursuits which are definitely not administrative,
technical or logistical in the specific sense described
above.
On the basis of responses receive! the sample revealed
that JM ot the offi cere considered their careers to b«
evolving toward the direction of career T and 66$ considered
their careers to be evolving toward the direction of career
)»e two tyres of career patterns were used mi a "ok sis
for comparison of responses to various questions.
To the ciueetion, *If you had it to lo over again, that
is, if you were starting your career now as a second lieu-
tenant, wnlc-A type career pattern would you want to follow? *
&i$ of the f officers would start over in T
careers
.
43$ of the T officers would start over in
careers.
*mAl*ta*mb
92$ of the officers would start over In
oaree#«.
&% or the *ffleer tart over in T
carcert.
It Is evident from the etnm*T3 tc this nutation that offi-
cer* who had been following careers were raore satisfied
with their career pattern than wsre officers who followed
T careers.
Tables IV and Y graphically illustrate the reasons
given for the answers in the four categories above. It ie
interesting to note (Table IV) that the officers who would
start over In the same type career, regi if whether
it be or T, were inclined to give is that "assign-
ment is more interesting* an! that they were "better quaII-
fled and adapted for such duty.* Cn the other hand, offi-
oers who would start over in alternate careers (Table V)
show a different trend. They, too, tended to mention that
they were "better adapted for such duty* but they also in-
: two things (with relative frequency) which were not
mentioned by the officers who vt over in thai
of career. That is# they mentioned that they would start
over in the Alternate career beeause-of "better opportunity
for advancement* and because of "greater recognition and
reward for work". The is licstions of these reactions are
that an individual *e evaluation of his quaJL ification
c
a large part in his choice of a career pattern, but that
ae individuals -lie irillc-.te a preference for a change
•.
TABLE IV xww
QUESTION { If you had it to do over again, that 1«, if you
were starting new as a Second Lieutenant , which
type of career pattern would you want to follow?
Career *0* Officers Career *?* Offi cere
Who Indicated that Who indicated that
they would etart over they would start over
in Career *0* in Career *T*
MOULD DO SO FOR THIS
reason
9Z% ASSIGNMENT MORE INTERESTING & SATISFYING 20#
16* BETTER QUALIFIED A ADAPTED FOE SUCH DUTY 35#
10£ WORK ENVIRONMENT (IN THE FIELD-OUTDOORS)
10# GREATER VARIETY OF EXPERIENCE 4*
V% REPRESENTS THE MISSION OF THE MARINE CORPS
B% ENJOY LEADING MEN
b% BETTER OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT \2$
4$ PERSONAL ASSOCIATIONS CLOSER
4$ REQUIRES HOKE RESPONSIBILITY * INITIATIVE 3#
Z% GREATER RECOGNITION A REWARD FOR WORE 6#
2£ TRAVEL A ADVENTURE
2$ MORE INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM A EXPRESSION
\% MORE VALUE TO MARINE CORPS Q%
MORE USEFUL IN CIVILIAN LIFE Q%
MORE OPPORTUNITY TO BE WITH FAMILY Z%
vts\
oamaxTAe * OMTaafaTHi mm wsitwiaaA *«*
K3N DKXOA&I TOUl I 8
'«
BnVWBW & JMfttmf mjM





gJKSTlONi It you had it to do over again, that is, if you
were starting now as a Second Lieutenant, which
type of career pattern would you want to follow?
Career "0* Officers Career *T" Officers
Who indicated that Who indicated that




WOULD DO SO FOR THIS
REASON
40% BETTER QUALIFIED & AD&TED FOR SUCH DUTX 17£
V7% GREATER RECOGNITION & RSWARD FOR WORK 13£
v& mm USEFUL IN CIVILIAN LIFE;
10# MORS VALUE TO MARIN& CORPS Z%
20% BETTER CPPORTUHITX FOR ADVANCEMENT 2Q%
& assignment mm interesting a satisfying i%
REPRESENTS THE MISSION OF THE MARIN£ COR* S 10*
GREATER VARIETY OF EXPSaiENGS 8$
mJQX LEADING MEN 6£
WORK ENVIRONMENT (IN THE FIELD-OUTDOORS) 5*
KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH CAREERS USEFUL 4#
PERSONAL ASSOCIATIONS CLOSER 3£
TRAVEL * ADVENTURE 3#
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emphasize the eooparatlv* chance for advancement and the
recognition involved. Apparently the grass la always
•greener* on the other side of the fenoe.
Fron specific consents given in answer to this question
it was evident that the T pattern is considered inferior
when to the pattern. The fact that overall
.a efficiency depends as much upon proper perfora-
&QG6 of is not tend to be recognised
by the group sampled. This, then, poses an itoport&nt nrob-
lea in career planning, both from the standpoint of the
individual officer t<ad of the Marine Corps. The Marine
Corps is well aware that the satisfied officer, other things
being equal, is the best officer. use time it is
necessary to fill all positions within the framework of the
Marine Corps 1 organization that require officer personnel.
This is necessary whether or not they are technical (T) or
operational (C) and whether the particular officer is satis-
fied or not. The la ffleer is interested in, and
should rightly expect, equal chance for advancement and
recognition for his services regardless of whether he is
assigned to a career T or a career 0. This it true because,
as noted above, both type careers are essential to overall
Marine Corps efficiency. The implications of these aspects
of career planning were more fully developed in Chapter V.
.
IV. XVAUJATIOH OF CJOALS Or
KARIftJE CORP3 OfTIC
In orier to itid In oaderets i% of viev of
the officers It was necessary to know something* ibout their
groala. For example, what a en sets of the Murine Corns did
they feel were imortant tc thea? Listed below are a series
of nuestion® used, vith the Mtittlt&f indicated.




This will be ay aoct I ^al
.
IE
This poal vill be very irr,©rtant to
a*. 96
111 be f.-.irl? i.
to ae. SO
This goal will not be so important
to ae. |
This goal vill not be ia^ortant to ae
at all. I
,;,iiertioo ! How would you rate nances of ever
getting a r;osltlen of high eon
^centaga
gayl
A auch better chance than aost other
offleers a*v*« 6
.'.tie bettor ch' nee than aost other
officers have. 36




A- little less ohnnc^ than most other
officers have. 7
Much ler thier of-
2
rfti«qti»n s iiov important sill it be to you to attain ft pc
tior* of great responsibility on e high level staff?
ferccntago
This will be my «: &•>!« 7
This goal -fill fee very important for
I fairly import
for rae. 32
This goal will not be so important to
3 I
Thif ' not be irarortant to is
•ll, 2
It can be seen fr 'testlons that great
importance is ': attainment of high rank and
that o sit ion v. of great responsibility ntand high on the
list of i • oajorltj "fleers (91$)
considered that their chance- better than,
fflo*t other officers in r- ft position of
high eoamand. This would be indicative of , either
the officers consider the Marine otlon and assign-
ment syatea fsi t-Vble, or each officer's own ego
leads him to feel t! i others might
fail. This point of view is also indicative of high morale.
This series of questions appears to be useful in the
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forauifctlon of policies pertaining to p^y, retirement,
forced attrition r.nd pliailnr tatters.
: md recognition are also laportant ^oals,
&a ii: c to the following question.
at s;ti :n : I
.
• cognition fro?n other officers, high level coaa&ndera
-Ivlllans?
111 be ay most
important gpal.
This will be a ver/
portant goal to tae.
This jjoal will be fairly
tans to «e.
this goal trill not be so
taportant to ae.
This j »al ill not be
important to me at all* 1 13
though this particular «u«^tion is not particularly
pertinent to career ~ re-
spect and recognltic ->r.pi«!er* ticn in terat
of the goals of an individual. It is also Interesting to
note that insofar as respect and recognition by other offi-
cers ia conoerned it star, s high in terras of










V. AffSia )?IMR*T in
nenta I tly life, a ser"






rractlc^lly all of It.
n of it.
About half of it.
Less than half of it.
Practically none of It.
JOiSA&la&s G** important vill it be for
sent 8 which will let yon toeae! as auoft tiaie as poaaible *-t
hose wltH your family?
Percentre frying





important to me. 53
Thin $0*1 -ill be fairly
ortaat to «©.
so














sue stlent " it bother jrea If j *?n
assignments which let yoa tfimtA very little tita^
your fatally?
T will tubal t «y raslgitatieii
ffega the service. 9
I will not resign, but it will
both ] . 4$
I will not resign, but it vitl
bother me so 3©
It will not bother as aueh. 12
It ' . from the an.i I I -ns
Hfl f otor of family life is an important one to the
sarins officers faaplaA, It la ^iso evident that the offi-
cers v i .ore ti oe vit.i their families than
be sble to. It is apparent
that : itu.ies are strongly hel'i. In addition to
thsae quest.'
Lata, vhleh ino3 liad atfji ' - :*oa-
ut the need for frequent moving, :*
•ations In the education of child, i
The Sh«Af a we it one in
the :'ftrlne Corns
has touch choice 'icier and ~ -.tive to
the rotation of -crlne officers were covered earlier in
-witimi
Ch»i tion of ad«cuAte and Baffle' Mrs
ie a problem I ed, but
ne by til Ire.
YT.
An earlier ciiestion indieat: l« officer* In this
sample eon slier' cant goal in a career in the
Marine Gorrc. In addition I Plant,
it is als valuable to H o* ect? to attain.
allowing ie a -series of ithev vith
ansv c min
;
v to the attainment of n
have Just before jro* rot ire?
think yo j will Want to have














ffoi \-e teriee i ag to
note that t :
|
,
attain the rank of oolonc W#) would
l
j
ifre to attain v from a purely stati li~
->5nt of *r *
pereen1
*-r only I.f ' newly mm
sione the rnnY





mae^tlcn ; I t In the fcarine torpi until you retire,





JLaa? If you etay on in the
retire, vv ie«ee«ary for you to
ha*t 3 • £ire' yos 'Che feel-
mc
i«t t. n
-.in 10 31 so
1
Lt, m 8
net - « 7

ent " - 1,
"





Colonel - *•,'• 62
vident fro
.>vr t his
rotation of attalain . *', ? coarse,
•.: tod out earlier, hie chances Increase. Taio le
no conclusive mr-er %c "Fferent
officers hoild different opinions, as,
'--iiag pre*
- ?ers in the marine r»p» ^d the
forced attrition factor in the promotion law 'bvicualy
works against tfes r "ion on tns ejfxf
the *«V*?t Is inevitable and no
one t fleers be promote* to the rank
1. It 1$ believed that the tendency to desire
va~
ted promotions *il-
tions. The solution to m bgq&b to 11«* in the
iMM of : to
foster the Sttil ~ reer in the Havlns
Cor® s does not necessarily I la ihs r- nk of general,
but that a lesser rank, <say lieutenant colonel, can be
looked upon as a completely successful career, vith any rasjfc
bsyonu this being exce tional.

VII.
In order I retirement plana of
officers .ed.
I i. -rtire on A
tloci
the statutory retirement age of I .
not intend to ftay in.
M not yet deo.\
JUmeoae
Indi-
vidual officer tliirJ M he
would lika to ©rend in the service. It is inters stia.
note ttmt
indi stay in twenty years of
!?hia information in of vnlue in future planning relative
to retire- i • , es.
tudes of 481 w
oatftlcN
is reasonably clear .ves
to be foil,ovine technical (?) err ::are«r
does not offer as much opportunity for advancement as does

U2
the operational (C) career.
attitfl never
with | ./ each U
order to determine whether or act failure of I at
lV«a tiae was the result of i r career cit-
tern. }a §#d#r la c; ;~ lite
career' i,
c/ for career ai
aa the ehanee of a highly specialize! e
restricted officers. The ea"
r v,
At to DM .«, it w&s seen
afcftaMtaai -^tant goax
t gs of the offioerf s isplea. This, then, J
isportant f ctcr in career planning a&4 ite solution is
,,ofc aa easy •»•• tributioa of officers elmhia the
.
in
the direction of educating the officer personnel that a
successful ' -ocaee&rily terminate in the
- general.
The officer 1 s attitude oa
ily life indicate that a nsajoritj of these officer©
oonsi-ier aalog with their faaily nn iaportaat goal. At the




i factors of i\
are important :
ly available.
It was seen t 'ority of the officers (7
^ry^et to attain the rank of colon... >ve but ft
r percent j g| I
t.iese officers, 40$ feel a
a'ul career If 1
to re\
. I newly coi
; to reach Warn rank, of colonel in view of pi
:»ized for each rank, and only 1.9?,*
can expect 1. The chances of
:.•caching &
§, increased when any officers of
re retire
lection for f —itg th.
ient of high rank la a real one IMS
be easily solved. The general direct:
to retire
rity (4?#) indicated they int
I of thirty years. This ea a
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real problem. It Is similar to the problea of attainaent
of high rank, in that an officer *ust go up or out. In
order to assure thirty years service, the rank of colonel
Bust he reached. As was pointed out earlier, only 15.?# of




icer career planning involves many factors and
problem b, the majority of vhlch are Interrelated and i
dependent. For the >urine Corpe to manage- t!ie career© of
its offleers til it *just first plan and deveU
ayntes. of sources of enti^ I fre« Khich suitable
officr: -n be obt.- ' less initial t<
conceived, there e*-n be little hope of
tail .lag a flret rate i
procurement tp* are well levelo.-ed and the
selection proce: :tive. The Cov n the
additional problem of keeping these sources alive an
competing with buel,... try, and the public servtee
in attract; Ly, a
I, but it also involves a continu-
ing evaluation wa sdjuetsteat of incentives iyt
ioibilities, retirement benei*:
©ore inter.
in ehoosinr a career.
,
train send Its
officers effectively, it is nscesMry that a classification
eyetea be designed ••• recesses. The
Classification ayeten in the Marine Corps has been developed
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as a result of a careful ftttttj, utilizing the generally ac-
cepted procedures far good job analysis, an 3 the resultant
.a»gfific5:tion. The ell I of effi- ,
in .icoordance vlth r^nk, pre vile a r. ,!ef: .:ier-
arahy. The classific tion, in terms of
ties lerforraed, facilitates the s
simplifies the overall assignment of officer 1 to
various astiviti tion
in ace I tttfttlo&e ff
ani train I "tion Decors© necessary,
vastl ion from a pPMetlsK
full •
a tent to serve effectlvel;/ in the event of future
LI ia iHMIieilJ that these officers be developed
through intelligently plannei rotation of nsilsjnaints so
ffioer may become Qualified t to
position 3 of increasing res oneibillty. This is the heart
of car. .sent. It ny plaflaad fsnitage
Marine
•oeeuurc, a relative t







training of certain others (
I
&•* duty offi-
cers). A career assignment m been established as
a guide in assigning and rcassi*.... UN
restricted officers. The pro grain outlines a pattern of
assignment s ov~ twSAty years; beyo*;..
particular' pattern Is visa:., Ltiss ars
being encountered on ^ ul-
cere tc a one year required tour . thl
particular hi infantr/ field in
fleet i'^rinc Fj: . I
officers. The solution of t *s) is not an sasy one.
lis
• solution involves a reconsidera-
tion of the 1 ry officers* ana "infantry coa-
ffian4er8M to the other specialties r, tank, artillery,
araphlblouc tr v •., and to the available
billets in the Fleet *rae to train these ...
A reej-amlnati , as "!or;>s' ptllO] to
olaesi
In softer to . . -'.alibor I iae
career, the ray, promotion an-l retirement *
fits .alt of rt
legislation, the .ay s* the
t Jorns h*ve oeen adjusted upward. I jay
oo»|)ares favorably vith ci /ilian jcos of cor
.
11*
and responsibilities, out the ranges of pay In the various
offleer grades are much narrower than In comparable civil 1an
Jobs. The officer is restricted to the pay of his grade end
the outstanding officer is r.aid no more than the worst offi-
cer of the same grade. Periodic increases, based on years
of service, nrm provided for, and officers receive a con-
siderable increase each time they are promoted* Officers In
the Marine Oorps, while veil paid, cannot expect to reach
salaries e valvalcat to those paid to top bracket civilian
workers and executives even if they attain the highest
rank*
Of particular importance to all officers is the factor
of promotion. The system of promotion for officers in the
Marine Corps ie a highly competitive t>roeeee involving se-
lection for promotion by •selection boards- , followed by
professional and physical examinations. The ratio of the
legal allowance a of officers in the various grades establi-
shes a rank pyramid with a broad base and narrow apex, which
makes impossible the promotion of all officers in a lower
grade to the next higher grade. a promotional flow chart
graphically Illustrates the number of officers of a given
group who might normally expect to reach various ranks.
A report of an Investigation of the careers of Marine offi-
cers commissioned in 19m letvie further evidence to UM
or out* aspects of promotion in the Marine Corps, smd the
limited number of officers who will normally attain hl&k
•,









while eoae of the retirement provisions and benefits
for officers are liberal , others force the °aon-selectel
for promotion officer 1* out at an early stage, with severance
pay only. The Marine Corps officer aust remain physically
fit, and under the "percentile of disability 11 provisions of
the new lav relative to retirement, the system is mors re-
strictive than formerly* The idea behind the present lav
le that grievouely disabled persons should receive proper
compensation, vhile persons with little service and minor
disabilities should receive correspondingly less pay.
An Important element in any organization is the atti-
tude of its personnel. Officers sampled in a recent sur-
vey consider a "technical* career inferior to an "opera-
tional " career. There vaa a feeling on the part of the
officers who are now following a technical career but who
would change to "operational careers if they were to begin
their eareere over, that in "technical* careers there is
lees chance for advancement and ices recognition, the
majority of all officers sampled considered the attainment
of high rank an important goal. The opportunity for family
life is also a yfory important goal and the officers felt
that they would not be able to spend as much time with their
families as they vould desire. The majority of the officers
sampled intended to stay twenty or thirty yeare, and only
one per cent did not intend to remain in the Marine Corps.
A conelder&ble larger percentage of officers believed they
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would attain the rank* of colonel an I general than Is theo-
retically poaelbl* under the present promotional tyatew.
IX. CG?XL ?J$Itffi&
The general concluslonr that enn be drawn fro© the
foregoing diecueelon are?
1« The Karinc Corp* hae a well developed eystea of
diversified source*? of officer procurement end selection
for initial efttry.
2. The Marine Corps syste® of offleer elaseification
M the classification of Jobs ie sufficiently well developed
to provide a fraaework for aeslgnacnt, training and r :
tlon. However, the policy relative to classifying all un-
restricted offleere In prionry Military Occupational I
deities within only six occupational fields, while probably
desirable, le difficult to fcocetspllsh practically.
3. The Serine Corps systea of rotation of the assign*
sent of off!cere Is definitely an attenpt to nanage the
careers of each individual officer in teras of the needs of
the Marine Corps and the preferences and rual iflent ions of
the officers concerned. The policies and aethedn for lnpln*
wanting the pragma are so and and workable, they involve
training in combat organisations, various ©taff headqoftrtsrs
and other activities, together with periodic servioe-
eonducted schooling as well as civilian college training.
Tn9 recent plan is relatively new «nd sufficient det* are
urn M7
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not now available to reach specific conclusions relative to
it* adequacy. It does appear, however, that with certain
modifications (covered earlier) the Marine Corps will be
able to manage the career e of the majority of its offi cere,
at least op to twenty year?; of service.
4. I*ay, promotion and retirement are important *career*
coneiderat ions. These factors, however, are regulated by
law and are ones orer which the ferine Corps has little
control. The pay of an officer now compares favorably with
similar jobs In civilian employment. The promotion process
Is considerably different from that in badness and industry
and involves *foreed oat* provisions. Some of these provi-
sions, while seemingly ruthless in nature, are necessary in
order to keep the general average age ot Marine Corps offi-
cers young, to allow for acre rapid advancement of the bettor
Qualified officers, and to prevent the military Job from be-
cosing a sinecure. The teaurtof an officer, in other words,
le not assured. The Retirement provisions, on the ether
hand* are liberal in many respects. Severance pay is paid
to those who are separated early, and retired pay to those
who say be retired at later stages of their career.
In the final analysis it may be said that, while the
Marine Corps does not provide a career of permanent and
assured tenure for all its officers, it floes nrovide equal
o? -ort unity, the road is open from Junior to top positions,






similar civilian positions. The ft&rine Corps 1© Baking a
einoere effort to improve Qar®Qr plume r*3®r possi-
bilities, but it auat he constantly teome In gjI,
morale it is necessary to ccnsi&ar the desire?
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0. 3. MARINE CORPS
Oode
Syabol litis








13 CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT
14 siraraiNa and mapping
15 PRINTING AND REPRODUCTION
18 fARK AMD AMPHIBIAN TRACTOR
a WEAPONS REPAIR
22 FIRE CONTROL INSTRUMENT REPAIR









U. S. MARINE CORPS (continued)
Code
fctftei Title
90 SUPPLY ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING, AND STOCK
CONTROL















57 CHEMICAL WARFARE AND RADIO10GICAL SAFETY
56 SECURITY AND GUARD
















69 aviation synthetic training devices




The above Officer Occupational Fielda taken from
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any regular officer (continued)
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IK'TKWW FLIGHT Jtr'TPrCTCT (rtFFICKR)*
? (Off! i).




; Titles i mal .
-










Aned Forces Staff College
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
Naval war College (senior Course}
Naval war College (Logistics Course)
HIGH LEVEL
Amphibious warfare School, Senior Course
Command and General staff College






Amphibious Warfare School, Junior Course
Air Command and Staff School
ADMIHISTHATIVS
Postgraduate Personnel Administration and Training
Management and Industrial Engineering
Methods Analysis
Naval Justice
«39lle0 HI**® tw«o^ fteatA
S***** .5**XA trf* tO *S«I10C XAlt*«llftJlI
(•n^oD xoXnaa) argalXoO *** I*v*H
9$*IXo0 «$a¥ Xav**
*B®£1«3 ti • &«* &0****
galfiJUtf £>s* •«tl**WI© to Jfl9ffliHAa;9<S
«oi*»i;SOJ So $riamSi&<&a
•SSIXoO ncaw 11A
#ft^ i(doa n**i«W s&oXdiilqpA
^« ^.-•-..^
$fLH*«!!i$£!t l»X**wa«X &fi* £fHMI9aAfl«lf
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Baval Air All Weather Flight
Landing Signal Officer
Ground Control Approach




















OFFICER SCHOOLS AND COURSES (continued)
?tMff MffffHiiarffiil
SCHOOL OR COURSE
Armed Forces Information School
CHEMICAL WARFARE
Chemical warfare , Radiological Safety and Associated
Subjects, Sdgewood, Md.
Chemical Warfare, Radiological Safety and Associated




Joint Army-Navy Guided Missiles
Postgraduate Ordnance Engineering
(Guided Missile Guidance)











Postgraduate Aeronautical Engineering (Armament)
Postgraduate Aeronautical Engineering
-:**©
, _,... ._ ..-.
s^fcS <«*©H<toC
jjB^jiooaeA bam %M*S XAftleoIoJ&Aft %rt*t**V XaolflNMiO
ii&iaX •Witt©?" »s£ootdfc9t
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TAffK AND AMTHIBIAH TRACTOR
Armored Cavalry Officers Advanced







Cargo Handling, Hall and Ocean Traffic
Postgraduate Business Administration
The above schools and courses taken from Marine Corps
General Order go.. j&, dated September 26,
iv
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